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	Corporate Resiliency: Managing the Growing Risk of Fraud and Corruption, 9780470405178 (0470405171), John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Corporate Resiliency: Managing the Growing Risk of Fraud and Corruption is written for members of boards of directors and audit committees, senior executives, those who advise or report to them, and those responsible for managing fraud and corruption risks. It describes in plain English terms a proactive fraud and corruption risk management process that can enhance corporate resiliency. The authors provide practical insights and highlight traps to avoid. Quotes from their interviews of business executives provide international perspectives regarding changes in fraud and corruption risks and techniques companies are adopting to deal with them.    

       The twenty-first century global economy brings cheaper sources of supply and huge new markets, but also exposes companies to much greater risks and consequences of fraud and corruption. As a result of greater enforcement around the world, global media attention, and changing attitudes of consumers, fraud and corruption can now cost companies billions and destroy or severely damage their reputation.
    Thought leaders Toby Bishop and Frank Hydoski argue that this scenario can make many companies more vulnerable to serious loss. They make a business case for boards and senior executives to adopt a fraud and corruption risk management strategy that can reduce vulnerability while increasing the ability to bounce back if fraud or corruption occurs.    

    Corporate Resiliency: Managing the Growing Risk of Fraud and Corruption is written for members of boards of directors and audit committees, senior executives, those who advise or report to them, and those responsible for managing fraud and corruption risks. It describes in plain English a proactive fraud and corruption risk management process that can enhance corporate resiliency.    

    The authors provide practical insights and highlight traps to avoid. Quotes from their interviews of business executives provide international perspectives regarding changes in fraud and corruption risks and techniques companies are adopting to deal with them.    
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Langford's Starting Photography, Fourth Edition: A guide to better pictures for film and digital camera usersFocal Press, 2005
If you are serious about learning photography this is the book needed to get started. 

This authoritative classic, written by a leading international photography writer and lecturer has been updated by successful photographer, lecturer and best-selling Photoshop Elements author, Philip Andrews. 

Benefit from his skill,...

		

Defense against the Black Arts: How Hackers Do What They Do and How to Protect against ItCRC Press, 2011

	As technology has developed, computer hackers have become increasingly sophisticated, mastering the ability to hack into even the most impenetrable systems. The best way to secure a system is to understand the tools hackers use and know how to circumvent them. Defense against the Black Arts: How Hackers Do What They Do and How to...


		

Control of Color Imaging Systems: Analysis and DesignCRC Press, 2009
A Complete One-Stop Resource
 

While digital color is now the technology of choice for printers, the knowledge required to address the quality and productivity issues of these devices is scattered across several technologies, as is its supporting literature.

 

Bringing together information from...





	

Wireless Java : Developing with Java 2, Micro EditionApress, 2001
	Master J2ME and its Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP)  
	Learn how to program MIDlets, Java's answer to building wireless distributed  applications  
	Gain the skills needed to use one of the most popular programming languages  in next-generation applications 


Despite Java’s...


		

Digital Speech Processing Using Matlab (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2013

	Digital Speech Processing Using Matlab deals with digital speech pattern recognition, speech production model, speech feature extraction, and speech compression. The book is written in a manner that is suitable for beginners pursuing basic research in digital speech processing. Matlab illustrations are provided for most topics to...


		

iOS 7 Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	Develop powerful, engaging games with readytouse utilities from Sprite Kit


	About This Book

	
		Pen your own endless runner game using Apple's new Sprite Kit framework
	
		Enhance your user experience with easy-to-use animations and particle effects using Xcode 5
	
		Utilize...
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